1. Convening of the Meeting – Daniel Bunker, Faculty Senate President
2. Approval of Minutes of the Faculty Senate meeting on March 2, 2017 (5 minutes)
3. Report of the Faculty Senate President (10 Minutes)
   a. Committee members needed for search for Vice Provost Undergrad Education
   b. Financial questions update
4. Motions and announcements from CGE – Sotiri Ziavras (20 minutes)
   a. Motion for a new “Applied Quantitative Finance Professional option” for the MS in Mathematical and Computational Finance
   b. Motion for a new “Biotechnology Professional Option” for the MS in Pharmaceutical Chemistry
   c. Announcement: Program Change – “PhD in Chemistry”
   d. Announcement: Program Change – “PhD in Environmental Science”
   e. Announcement: Program Change – “MS in Applied Physics”
5. Revised GUR
   a. Motion from CUE and CUE/GUR subcommittee to revise the GUR – Eliza Michalopoulou (30 minutes)
   b. Motion to amend the proposed GUR – Eric Katz standing in for A. Klobucar (30 Minutes)
6. Other Business